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when out shopping for groceries, wakko wanders into and alley and gets a turkey sandwich from a
strange man,read on to find out the rest :P
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1 - fred meyers

It was rare that yakko, wakko, and dot left the watertower aside from going to annoy people at the
warner bros studio,like ralf and plotz.

Today was an exception though.

yakko warner was awaken one morning by the sound of dot and wakko arguing in the kitchen,

"you drank all the milk from the jug?!" dot screamed at wakko that morning.

"well,I was thirsty!" wakko said,grinning.

dot couldn't help but to laugh,as wakko was Always hungry!

yakko walked into the kitchen to see that wakko had not only drank all the milk, but had also completly
destroyed the kitchen!

yakko sighed and said, "well, after seeing this mess you'd better expect to be home all day." yakko said
with a smile.

"ha!" dot laughed out loud.

yakko went over to the food cabinet only to see it had been completly empty.

"or not"yakko said facing wakko"we'll have to go down to the store, we need more cerial"

wakko smiled sticking his toungne out.

"at least i'm getting away with cleaning up the mess"wakko said as he turned to dot,who looked angry
now.

yakko headed to the fridge and got out what was left from it.bread and butter.

"yeah"dot said."we realy need to go to the store."

meanwhile at fred meyer:

"ok,let's split up.we need alot of groceries,so it would take forever to get them all together." yakko said
once they got to fred meyer.

"ok!" wakko and dot said together.



so the three siblings took off in other directions in the store.

hmm wakko thought to himself, I ate almost everything in the fridge,i'll go get the cerial for yakko.

wakko looked through the variety of cerial boxes and picked up the first one he saw.lucky charms.

meanwhile,yakko was looking for dot and wakko,since he had already got all the things he needed.

wakko found yakko at the other side of the store and ran straight to him, the lucky charms still in his
hand.

"what kind of cerial did you find?" yakko asked wakko as he put the cerial into the cart.

"lucky charms!" wakko said.

"where's dot at?" yakko asked looking around the store.

"not sure" wakko responded quickly.

yakko frowned "i'll go look for her"

she's probably looking at dresses wakko thought.well i'm bored and yakko has the cerial, i'm going
outside to wait...

And he headed for the automatic opening doors.When wakko was outside he had an urge to run back
into fred meyer.

"wow, it's hot outside!" wakko shouted outloud,a few people stared at him for shouting outloud.

wakko was embarassed so he ran for it,but then again it was summer time and most people complain
about the summer heat.

wakko headed to the nearest thing he saw, an alley.



2 - the man in the alley

Wakko walked into the alley and started looking around,even though there isn't much to look at in a
stinky alley.
just then it started to become slightly chilly in the alley and wakko felt the cold on his face.
"my hat!" wakko yelled as the wind had blown his hat off his head,wakko began to look for it.
Wakko looked around.then he saw it next to a dumpster.just as wakko was about to reach out and place
it on his head,a shadow apeared next to wakko.wakko amediatly spun around and looked up at the
person who had walked up to wakko.
wakko put his hat back on as the strange man said "you hungry?"and held up what looked like a rotten
turkey sandwich.
"erm, not realy..."wakko said uncomfortably.
"eh, if you insist."said the man who now seemed half disapointed half angry.
wakko was now walking out of the alley, until he felt his stomach rumble.wakko turned around to face
the man with the sandwich still in his hand."well, maybe it wouldn't hurt to have a turkey sandwich.
"well then, it's your's."said the man and handed wakko the sandwich.
wakko waved at the man, and ran out of the alley, putting the sandwich away for now.
wakko ran back through the automatic opening doors to fred meyer and found yakko and dot at the cash
register.
"where were you at when I went to find dot?"yakko asked as wakko ran up to him and dot.
"here in the store" wakko lied."dot were you looking at the dresses again?"
dot stared at wakko a moment and said"well yeah, I dont want to be ugly.
yakko and wakko laughed together.
"dot, you are cute" yakko said.
dot smiled and hugged yakko.
"well we'd better get in line before ralf finds out he's out of douhnuts and has to come here to get
them."yakko said.
dot and wakko nodded and followed yakko to get into the line.
they couldn't find a line were there were no people, so they picked a random line to enter.
oh no! dot thought as the line moved up, female at the cash register! dot could see it coming at least
yakko and wakko cant see her yet.dot sighed.there was only one other person in front of them, so within
minutes she would here...then the line moved up,and then a loud "HELLOOO NURSE!"came from yakko
and wakko."boys go fig" dot said in embarassment.the lady at the cash register smiled but tried to ignore
what yakko and wakko said."ok you're total is $44.99" the lady said.yakko reched into his pants and
pulled out a wallet,and found a $50 bill.yakko handed the $50 dollar bill to the lady at the cash register,
and she handed him a penny back.
after paying the three warners each took a few grocery bags and headed back to the water-tower.



3 - turkey sandwiches? never again!

after the warners returned to the water tower,put the groceries away,and then chased ralf, it was finally
dinner time.
"yakko, what's for dinner?" dot asked impatiently.
yakko thought a moment. "what about pizza? I bought some frozen pizza at fred meyer earlier."
"ok" wakko and dot said together.
and the three got to work on the pizza.

After about an hour of working in the kitchen, they finally finished.
wakko was the first done to eat his food, as usual.wakko grabbed his plate(that the pizza was on)and
just let the pizza slide straight into his mouth, swallowing it whole.
Dot finished second,and when she did, she headed up into her room.
"going to put makeup on?" wakko asked.
dot ignored wakko,as she already had mirror in her hand.
wakko and yakko laughed.
yakko finished last,after only eating two slices of pepperoni pizza.
wakko ate at least five more pizza's before he finished.And once he did, he headed up into his room.
wakko silently shut the door behind him and headed to his bed,sat down, and took out his gag-bag.
He reached into the bag and moved his hand around untill he felt somthing soft,almost squishy...
wakko curiously pulled the item out of the bag and saw it was the rotten turkey sandwich that the man in
the alley had given him!
"I'd almost forgot I had this thing!" wakko said to himself,half disgusted.
"well it wouldn't hurt to try a squishy rotten turkey sandwich!" wakko said smiling."here goes"
Then wakko slowly stuffed the sandwich into his mouth.
After eating the whole sandwich, wakko collapsed off his bed and onto the ground.
Wakko rushed downstairs and headed to the bathroom,and crouched next to the toilet.
The pizza and the turkey sandwich all came out...
wakko sighed and said, "turkey sandwiches? never again!"

Then fell to the floor and passed out...



4 - poison
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